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Recently, I have reviewed the whole artworks of Ok Jeong-ho, and it was interesting to be 

reminded of the "urban fashion shoot"which was once popular in fashion photos. When I 

encountered Ok’s works in the past, I would have been reminded of director Lee Chang-dong’s 

films like "Green Fish" and "Peppermint Candy." But this time, it was a totally new experience, 

albeit seemingly exaggerated, forme to be reminded of street fashion photos related to the so-

called urban styling.  

 

My long-established view towards Ok Jeong-ho is related to "Peppermint Candy," because 

dominating slogans of the 1970s and 80s like compressed growth, development-focused, Korean-

style modernization and military dictatorship pop up in his artworks. Nevertheless, as I have 

reviewed all his works covering from <Commemorative Shooting >(2001) to <Shanghai’s Five-

Starred Red Flag >(2008), I came to be sure that he was a "performance" artist. It is necessary to 

be aware of his own world of performance to better understand his socio-critical motif. His 

"performances" are more analogous to those on street fashion photos than the contemporary 

performance art which has turned popular since the late 1960s. True, the concept of performances 

refers to those of both fashion models and photographers. Fashion photos of models in a full 

shot, long shot or sometimes extreme long shot in a quiet space of an unpopulated city as well 

as in a public space with crowds require performances different from studio photo shooting. 

Different approaches are required for posing and shooting, considering various multifaceted and 

heterogeneous factors offered by cityscape, different from a neutral background or a deliberately 

arranged indoor space. The maximized effects here must exclude artificial and intentional features 

of studio photos as much as possible, and yet optimally make the apparels of a model stand out. 

All the efforts are on to visually accentuate the apparels depending on different poses. The 

spatiality as the background does not serve any function as an active context besides intensifying 

the rhetorical effects for the figure’s apparels. Performances of a photographer as in the camera 

angles, focus, framing and exposure do not make the apparels as a text and the context as the 

background interact, but adequately separate and disintegrate the two.  

 



Through his performances, Ok Jeong-ho has produced photos created in a similar way. However, 

his performances are gestures to expose another symbolic structures attached on his body, 

instead of the apparels. As in camouflage of a chameleon or an inchworm to protect itself from 

its predators, Ok Jeong-ho "disguises"himself in order to make his body a part of the background. 

His disguise is to attach on his head a model of structures like spires with a church cross or the 

dome of the National Assembly building. However, the crux of the performances in works like 

<Commemorative Shooting >(2001) is to make his body and the architectures into one by 

attaching such models on the head. It is very significant that the body of the artist becomes one 

with the spire of a new church located on the top of a shabby shopping arcade, or the National 

Assembly building which once justified rooting down of the Korean-style democracy. A body that 

jumped over a fence, sneaking out of a night self-study class at school; a body that ran around a 

plaza to avoidthe tear gas; a body that labored extremely hard serving the mandatory military 

service; and a body in extreme exhaustion by making money to pay back the student loan after 

returning from the military service. Ok Jeong-ho shows with emphasis that all young generations 

on this land who have been disciplined by the so-called Korean-style modernity have their body 

not much different from a spire and the National Assembly building symbolizing Christianity and 

representative democracy, respectively. That is, he seems to "re-boot" our perception towards a 

city.  

 

The artist conducts performances where he directs others besides acting himself. By doing so, it is 

implied that not only the life of an individual but also that of a community is dominated by a 

certain place or urban environment that they live in. If not, an indispensable relationship between 

the two is suggested. In <Anyang Rainbow> (2007) against the New City of Pyeongchon, 

professional acrobats were mobilized. It was to more effectively describe how the dreams and 

desire of residents in the newly-built city were artificially designed and made in an urban 

environment. Here, one can discover that as we call the human’s demand, desire, instinct and 

unconsciousness which sprang from our body the second nature, the urban environment which 

has been formed by humans’ socializing the nature also represents the "second nature." However, 

<Shanghai’s Five-Starred Red Flag>(2008) shows a totally new dimension that penetrates 

throughout his performances. Just like the rainbow symbolizing hopes and happiness, the church 

cross and national flags have their own symbolic functions as signs. However, once these signs 

are seen together with their indicated targets, they form a repetitive or overlapping relationship 

of giving orders. It is like saying the word "moon" by finger-pointing the moon in the sky. The 

Oriental Pearl Tower seen opposite from Huangpu River in Shanghai is indicative of the fact that 



the background of the photo is Shanghai, China. However, by representing the national flag of 

Chinawhich he has modified along with his body, he makes the five-starred red flag into a 

referent of "surplus." He piles up on their reality in China to enjoy the high-speed growthin 

capital, their national flag, the symbol wherein the patriotic capitalists, intellectuals, laborers and 

farmers are the roots of the Communist Party of China.  

 

What is intended by Ok’s performances must be to paradoxically show the gap of symbolic 

representations as in churches, urban environment, political systems and the national flag with the 

reality. His performances are nothing different from linguisticactions to evidence the pressure 

imposed on the reality which is getting sick by the incompetence of symbolic signs or the logics 

of capitalism and growth. His such performative linguistic actions come to acquire a spell to make 

the silent objects laugh as one can see from <Haha Ha…>(2003) or <HoHo Ho…>(2003). In 

<Supernatural Show of the Century>(2005), the artist appears as magician named "Richard 

Ok"equal to David Copperfield, the world-renowned magician. However, instead of dreaming to 

become a magician, he makes one pin his/her hope on seeing his well-made works as he trains 

body for performances. For instance, <Aura Girl>(2005) is conceptually least persuasive, but as far 

as his performance is concerned, the theme of "Ok Jeong-ho Brand’s"performances is reaffirmed 

to be, no doubt, his body. In particular, his performance in <Aura Girl-Running/Chihwaseon 

(Strokes of Fire)> hints at his great potentials to be exuded not only through his photos but also 

his videos. Other evidences include <catch me if you can>(2001) reminiscent of a still cut of a 

movie set, <Black, Red, White, Silver>(2002) and above all, <Woori (Out) International Marriage 

Information Center>(2006), a video work where a mini robot does the performance.  

 

Looking at his works for the past seven years, Ok Jeong-ho is known to be an artist without much 

"upgrade." He works with what is at his hands without quantitatively expanding the resources 

poured in for work production, or without upgrading material means. That is why his early works 

like <Commemorative Shooting 3 – Church of Rock>(2001), <Commemorative Shooting 1 – 

Guro-dong>(2001) and <Commemorative Shooting –Youido>(2001) are regarded as most 

beautiful ones. The sunshine reflected on his glasses in <Church of Rock> and the silhouette of 

shoulders and arms of a couple living in an attic in a townhouse in Guro-dong standing against 

the sun rising between clouds in <Guro-dong> remain in my memory. In this aspect, it is very 

regrettable these factors cannot be no longer found in his works, including his <Shanghai ’s Five-

starred Red Flag>. 

 


